Network License Agreement

Educational and Library institutions
Library journal subscriptions include online access at no extra cost.
Electronic access to subscribed journals may be networked to all physical sites that are legally part of a single educational institution, providing they are in the same country. If you have any queries about library subscriptions, please contact membership@ase.org.uk
You can also view up to date information about library subscription and prices online: https://www.ase.org.uk/libraries

Institutional Access and User Authentication
This network license entitles all users on a university campus, library, company site or branch to include remote access by members, students or employees of the subscribing institutions.
ASE offers the choice of either IP address/Proxy server access or Shibboleth authentication for library users to access their online subscriptions. You can view information about access here: https://www.ase.org.uk/content/institutional-access
For IP address access users should go to https://libraries.ase.org.uk and this will automatically log them in via their institutions IP address (providing the IPs have already been registered with ASE).
For Shibboleth authentication users should login at http://www.ase.org.uk/user and select the ‘SHIBBOLETH’ link as directed.
ASE is part of the UK Federation. This means users will gain authenticated access if the institution is also part of the federation.
If you are not part of the UK Federation, you need to supply us with the following details in order for us to set up authenticated access. Please note that this may take up to 10 working days.
TOKENS required:
• Entity id
• eduPersonScopedAffiliation
Access will be set up once ASE have received payment.
Current Subscription Access Only

As a membership organisation and small publisher, ASE does not offer perpetual licenses, but full access providing you have an active subscription with us.

Usage Statistics

Please note that usage statistics are not currently available, however this is something that the ASE is investigating though at present the cost of necessary changes to our systems is not feasible.

Copyright Notice

ASE requires institutional subscribers to inform your users of copyright and that you undertake to make your best efforts to see that they comply:

Example statement:

‘The electronic files provided for the web edition are copyrighted by The Association for Science Education and should not be passed in any form electronic, paper, fax or other to any person outside the subscribing institution.’

Please respect copyright and help us to continue to maintain fair subscription rates. ASE reserves the right to change or amend this policy without prior notice.

Accessibility Statement

We aspire to be as accessible as possible and despite The Association for Science Education not being a ‘public body’ and as such not required to comply specifically with the Accessibility Regulations 2018, we are as a respected charity fully aware of our Social, Environmental and Regulatory obligations as an open and fully inclusive organisation.

We do therefore comply in ways appropriate to our size and nature and will always entertain requests from members and stakeholders which assist in the communications processes whether via the website or through other channels.

Access to our current issues and journal archive can only be guaranteed for libraries and institutions that have an ‘active’ subscription.

When you buy a subscription to the journal, you will have access to all content currently on the database.

Your users will continue to obtain access to the full text PDF for those volumes to which a subscription was held and activated online. HTML full text is not available.